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As the ute sped up the main road towards the hills, Megan noticed that the sun, which 
had been midway down the sky when they’d gone inside the pub, had now plumped 
into a chrome ball, which in a few minutes began to flatten, turning the horizon the 
colour of maize. By the time they reached the home yard, a soft glow flickered 
through the trees.  

‘I’ll go change,’ Megan called to Josh, who was heading towards the stables to mix 
Phoenix’s dinner.  

Standing in a corner, the mare stared at nothing, she could almost have been dozing, 
but her ears and a slight movement of her head showed that she was aware of Josh 
passing. Megan slammed the screen door five minutes later, dressed in a faded blue 
tracksuit, with her bushy hair captured by a band so that it hung down her back, Josh 
had once said, like a vixen’s tail. Did that make her threatening, Megan had 
wondered? She liked the idea that she might be seen as hunter rather than prey. She 
shivered, even though it was mild, remembering.  

Josh was just coming out of the stables, lugging a bucket filled with a damp mixture 
of chaff and pellets. He bent to Phoenix’s rubber feed bin on the other side of the yard 
from where the mare stood and shook out the bucket. Megan walked across from the 
house and noticed at once that Phoenix hadn’t moved and dinner had been served, 
strange from a horse that always seemed to think a famine was imminent. Phoenix 
held up her tail as if she were going to pee but remained motionless. Then she took 
three steps into the yard’s centre and stopped to spread her back legs. Josh had already 
retreated into the shadows. Megan could hear him shifting bales, getting ready to 
chuck hay to the other horses. She rushed over and climbed through the rails into the 
yard.  

The stillness was eerie, the mare frozen as if she were the embodiment of one frame 
of a picture of herself. Then Megan sensed movement. A pale milky blue balloon 
began protruding from the mare’s back end. At first what it might be didn’t register, 
because dusk hadn’t yet washed over the golden sky. Megan crept around so as not to 
startle her, and stood directly behind. There it was, a bladder stretched into the shape 
of a watermelon slice, growing slowly out of her vulva. 

Josh emerged from the dark of the stables, pushing a rusty wheelbarrow that made 
more noise than the magpies’ atonal calls. ‘Look,’ Megan whispered. ‘Come here.’ 

Josh dropped the handles and within three strides stood next to Megan. They both 
watched as the mare rocked once or twice and then folded her legs so she could lie 
down on her side. As if someone hadn’t finished fashioning a balloon animal, the sac 
stretched and changed shape into a translucent pearl blue tube, which was being 
squeezed out. ‘Those must be the legs,’ Josh said, his voice hoarse.  

‘What’s that?’ Megan pointed to something near the front the size of a cup.  

Josh bent down so he was squatting, but he didn’t move closer, studying the sac. ‘It’s 
got to be the nose. Yes!’ He raised his voice and then lowered it. ‘That’s the perfect 
position. The head’s folded down on the legs, because the foal needs to dive out.’ 
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The breeze, which had hardly been a shuffle through the gums, dropped altogether. 
Light above the stables blurred into the colour of ghee, slick as the membrane that 
encased the legs. Phoenix began to grunt rhythmically, her round body pushing. The 
legs slid forward a few millimetres. Megan squatted next to Josh, so that they faced 
one another, then crept closer to touch the wet sac. Phoenix pushed again, but it didn’t 
move much more.  

After five minutes the mare rolled sideways as if she were about to rise, but instead 
that rocking energised her. She groaned, huffed and strained so that the legs inched 
forward. Josh knelt behind Phoenix and the next time she pushed he began to tug. 
‘This little one doesn’t want to leave its comfort zone. We might have to coax it.’   

Megan felt the need to touch again but was afraid to interfere. The mare rested, then 
the rolling recommenced accompanied by her rhythmic breath. All at once the head 
fully appeared, slim and hooded, and then with another few pushes, with blood 
pooling in the bottom of the sac, three-quarters of a foal slid out. The sac broke on its 
own, pricked by the hoofs, and Megan reached to pull away the rubbery tissue.  

‘The back legs are still inside,’ Josh said. ‘Be patient.’ 

‘I hate patient,’ Megan whispered. 

Phoenix lay there, seemingly exhausted. Is this how a first-time mother was supposed 
to behave? She puffed twice, but didn’t stir. Megan leaned over again and began to 
tug gently, although the mare wasn’t straining. But she was afraid for her, for both of 
them. ‘Will she roll onto the foal if she tries to get up?’  

‘I have no idea,’ Josh said. ‘But it’s alive – and chestnut.’ The foal snuffled and Josh 
ran his fingers over its face, wiping away the sticky birth sac, which came off in 
strips, as if he were peeling the skin from a hardboiled egg. ‘You clear the mouth and 
nose.’ 

Megan inserted her fingers between its soft lips and the foal blew out, shaking its head 
at the invasion, sounding like a baby just coming down with a cold. It was such a 
funny-looking pile with an oversized head bobbing on top and front legs splayed out, 
trying to balance, half stuck in the mare. It seemed askew and Megan wondered if it 
had dislocated any bones. Then Phoenix took over and grunted once more. This time 
Josh pulled and the rest of the back legs glided out. He peeled off the remnants of the 
sac, as if the baby were an orange. Finally, it lay whole on the earth it would run upon 
for years, truly itself, free of its mother.  

‘If we keep touching it now, it won’t fear humans,’ Josh whispered to Megan. ‘Here.’ 
He reached for her hand, and together they rubbed its ears, across its eyes, fringed by 
feathery lashes, its forehead, mouth and chin, with whiskers fine as a cat’s. They 
stroked the foal and every so often their hands would meet and cross, Josh’s rough 
palm gliding across the back of Megan’s fingers, as they let themselves feel the 
pleasure of a warm body. Then Megan massaged its shoulders, back and belly. Finally 
she came to the legs, noticing how slender they were, bones beneath the fur like the 
stakes they used to prop up saplings. When she reached the pliable hooves, she felt 
bits of placenta still stuck to them, as if the foal had walked through gum. But they 
were perfectly shaped, almost dainty.  
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‘Welcome to the world, little one,’ Josh said as he held its head up to him, his voice 
wavering.  

‘What is it?’ Megan sat back on her haunches, breaking the trance they’d fallen into. 

‘Good question. I haven’t even looked.’ Josh sounded as if that were the funniest 
thing he’d said in a long time. He rolled the foal over a few degrees so he could peer 
at its underside and felt with his hand. ‘It’s a filly, I reckon.’  

Josh sounded undecided to Megan, but he couldn’t be about the sex, could he? 

‘Well is she or not?’ 

Josh snorted and patted the filly’s belly. ‘Yeah, no doubt about it. I was just thinking 
that in some ways colts are easier, at least after they’re gelded. A lot of competitive 
riders steer clear of mares.’ 

‘Are you disappointed?’ Megan couldn’t believe it. How could Josh even be thinking 
about the future, when nothing yet – good or bad – had happened to the filly. ‘But you 
don’t even know what she’ll be like. If she’s anything like Phoenix…’ 

‘Don’t jump on me. I only meant that mares are prone to be moody.’ 

‘Just mares? Did you actually say that?’ Megan shook her head at Josh. 

He raised his eyes and grunted, before looking directly at her. ‘Okay, you’ve got me 
there. Guilty as charged.’ 

Finally, Megan thought, he’s admitting how black he can be. But she also understood 
him well enough by now not to expect him to say more. 

‘I didn’t mean she wouldn’t turn out well,’ Josh said, turning his attention back to the 
filly. ‘And if she does, maybe I can breed her. There’s plenty of time to see.’  

Twilight had colonised the sky while they had been intent on the birth. A few stars 
poked through the indigo blue wash. The air began to chill off. ‘We’ve warmed the 
baby some, but Phoenix needs to get up and bond with her.’ Josh stood and shook his 
legs. ‘God, I’ve got cramps.’ 

As if she’d heard him, Phoenix shifted back and forth, then struggled, half rising, 
finally making it to a standing position, facing away from the foal, which was still a 
fragile heap at her rear. She hadn’t yet acknowledged her presence. Then she 
stretched her head around and stared, as if the filly had always been there, just one 
more thing that she expected in her yard, before turning back, totally calm. Now she 
was the one who seemed to be in a trance. Maybe she’s gathering strength, Megan 
thought. Once she begins mothering, she won’t have any rest.  

Megan rose as well and bent to massage her calves.  

‘Feels like I’ve been in this position for hours.’  

Phoenix turned at her voice and then wandered over to sniff the feed bin.  

‘Hey girl,’ Megan called. ‘Is dinner more important?’ 

‘You really don’t want to know the answer to that,’ Josh laughed. ‘It might destroy 
your romantic notions of motherhood.’ 
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‘Never had those,’ she shot back, shaking her head.  

The mare dipped her muzzle into the chaff and shuffled the sticky mixture around, 
playing. Megan shoved her hands in her pockets and immediately felt the carrot she’d 
saved for Shine. She took it out, snapping it in half. The pop made the mare swivel 
towards her. Megan walked over to the foal on the ground and knelt. Phoenix turned 
her body away from the bin and followed, her nose twitching. As Megan stroked the 
foal’s neck, the mare finally lowered her big head to the tangle of legs and fur. She 
nickered, sniffed. The foal sniffed back. Megan rose and moved out of the way. They 
began to blow gently on each other, touching noses and nuzzling. Then Phoenix 
began to lick. First the foal’s head, all over – ears, muzzle, even the eyes. She made 
satisfied gasps, as if she were inhaling not just her smell, but also her shape. 

‘Clever move,’ Josh said and came to put his hand on Megan’s shoulder. He gave it a 
squeeze and left it there.  

As they watched, Megan thought, that’s the way she’s saying to herself, ‘This is my 
baby. She belongs to me. I belong to her.’ Once Phoenix had begun she seemed to 
enjoy it, she licked methodically – legs, back and sides, then started once more at the 
head. This is a ritual they watched her perform several times over the next half hour. 
Neither Megan nor Josh wanted to leave, although once he darted inside the stable for 
a lantern so they could see the rest of the evening unfold. This was new to both of 
them, at least the details, and it was details that mattered. They stood transfixed, 
learning that lesson over and over.  

Phoenix finally stopped, twisted her head and spotted what was left of the placenta, 
which looked like a torn plastic jacket crumpled on the earth. She swayed over, 
reached down, sniffing, then lapped at it before nibbling. As she moved Josh and 
Megan turned to each other at the same time. ‘The rest of the sac’s still hanging from 
her,’ Josh said. 

‘What do we do?’ 

‘Dunno. Maybe nothing yet.’ He thought a moment. ‘Let’s see how nature takes care 
of it. If it’s still there in a while, I might call the vet.’ He checked his watch and then 
forgot about the time. But a while later Megan noticed that more of the rubbery 
membrane was hanging down from inside. Finally it simply dropped out. When it did, 
the mare seemed to wake. She did a one-hundred-eighty degree pivot until she was 
facing her baby. She dipped her nose, snuffled the last of the placenta and ate that too.  

‘It’s nourishing,’ Josh said. ‘She’s going to need a boost for nursing.’ 

Nearly an hour had passed since the birth. The foal had tried to rise several times, but 
her long legs kept her from balancing. She collapsed, too uncoordinated. Megan and 
Josh heard the horses whinnying from the other paddocks, as if they knew something 
had happened, but they weren’t quite sure what.  

‘Is there anything else we need to do?’ Megan asked, as she leant against the yard rail. 
By now, the moon had materialised low in the sky, a blurry raw pearl among evening 
stars like splinters of glass.  
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‘Actually, yes. Wait a minute.’ He climbed through the fence and disappeared into the 
house, returning with a wad of cotton and some iodine. ‘Might as well swab the 
umbilical stub. Just as a precaution. Here, hold this.’ He pulled off a swatch of cotton, 
doused it with iodine and passed the bottle back to Megan. Then he bent to the foal 
and dabbed what looked to Megan like a broken root.  

‘Let’s see if we can get the filly on her legs,’ Josh said. ‘She can’t nurse if she can’t 
balance.’ Phoenix didn’t worry as he knelt to clasp the foal’s chest and rear, encasing 
her in his arms, before raising her to a standing position. Then he let go. The filly 
teetered and fell. Josh repeated the process but she collapsed again. Finally, after 
another two tries, the filly swayed but remained upright, splaying her front and back 
legs. Megan thought she looked like a giant spider with her plump body and thin 
spindles. 

‘She has a pretty head,’ Josh said, nodding to himself. ‘And she’ll be taller than her 
mother.’ 

That fact, Megan saw, was going to cause problems now. The filly took a few steps 
towards the mare, sniffing for the right place to nurse. But she couldn’t bend her neck 
underneath the mare’s bulk at the same time without collapsing. Not yet. She wanted 
to suck, Megan could see, because when she walked over to help and put her hand 
down near the filly’s head she had a go at her fingers. Then the filly tried again, 
pushing against Phoenix’s rump, but she was too far away from the udder. Eventually, 
she stopped. 

‘She must be so tired and she hasn’t had a drink,’ Megan said. 

‘Nothing to worry about yet,’ Josh answered. ‘At least I don’t think so.’ 

After a few minutes the filly ducked again towards the mare’s underside and managed 
to grab a black leathery teat with its tantalising dot of milk. 

‘Mission accomplished,’ Josh said. ‘Let’s leave them alone. Give them time to sort it 
out. I need a drink and we can check that everything’s fine before bed.’ 

They walked back to the house and stepped onto the veranda, but Megan turned, not 
wanting to go inside. After five minutes, Phoenix headed to her feed bin, dipped her 
nose, swished the chaff and began gobbling. She only stopped for a moment to nicker 
at the filly to follow, which swayed over as if intoxicated with mare’s milk. She’d 
already nursed once and had the taste in her mouth. She dared to put her head under 
the huge grey belly once more and didn’t shift. 

‘Come on,’ Josh called from the kitchen. ‘You’ve got years to watch her yet. I’ve 
bought some decent cheeses and biscuits. Tracey gave me some of her vine leaves and 
I’ve opened a bottle of wine. We might as well celebrate. Phoenix has done a good 
job.’  

‘Oh, you haven’t fed the others yet,’ Megan answered, noticing the wheelbarrow at 
the side of the yard still heaped with hay. 

‘There’s plenty of decent pasture. I’ll chuck that to them in the morning – unless 
Phoenix eats it all first. I’m probably hungrier than the others right now.’ 
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They ate in silence, both ravenous, as if they’d been out all morning on a ride. Then 
they lingered over the wine, Josh explaining for the first time what he would do and 
when. Perhaps he’d been superstitious, didn’t want to plan that far ahead until the 
foal’s first hurdle – being born – was cleared. At ten o’clock they wandered out to the 
stables to make sure mother and foal were settled for the night. Josh took Megan’s 
hand and their fingers interlaced, as if they’d always walked this way at the end of a 
good night.  

Even before they reached the yard they could hear the horses. Josh placed his lantern 
on a far post so as not to startle them. Phoenix was in a corner, up against the fence, 
the filly parallel to her. Megan could see by her absolute stillness and the vacant 
expression on her face in the wash of the lantern that the foal was nursing. Then she 
realised what they had heard a few minutes before – the rhythmic sucking, the intake 
of breath, a humming that rolled up and around them in waves. As the moon and stars 
shifted position by degrees, or the earth itself spun away – it didn’t matter which – 
Phoenix became the still point under the sky as the breeze lifted and freshened, her 
great ghostly body like dusky marble in the nightglow.  
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Research statement 
 

Research background  

Equine Facilitated Psychotherapy (EFP) is rooted in therapeutic practice and self-help 
and natural horsemanship literature. It investigates how including an equine enhances 
the conventional therapy of sufferers with social and psychological disorders. An 
emergent field relying on anecdotal reports, few case studies and small sample size, it 
needs rigorous research design to answer questions about why and how the horse-
human dynamic works (Fry 2013), in particular for women recovering from sexual 
abuse (Meinersmann et al. 2008).   

 

Research contribution  

‘Birth’ (novel excerpt) explores premises about psychological healing. It extends the 
19th century naturalist tradition (Campbell 2011) of Émile Zola in conceiving of the 
novel as laboratory that incorporates case studies, but rejects determinism. A 
practitioner’s use of ‘therapeutic metaphors’ (Fry 276) helps clients to achieve 
insights, just as characters begin to understand themselves through textual metaphors.  

 

Research significance  

This novel examines the dynamics of healing in tandem with abused or abandoned 
horses acting as therapeutic mirrors and as surrogates facilitating emotional 
attachment. By exploring hypotheses suggested by EFP research, it raises questions 
that might guide future study design. 
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